
If I Don’t Have a Coffee Right Now, I’m Going 
to Swear at Everybody in London! 

 
 

 
 

 
As our species plunders through time, it seems to me that we’ve been wrong 
about a few things. In the 1930’s everyone was told how marvellous cigarettes 
were for your health. There’ll relax you, there’ll help your breathing. Sigmund 
Freud expounded the benefits of cocaine as a wondrous medical tool. In 1884 
he smeared cocaine over his eye ball and proceeded to stick pins in it. In the 
1960’s Cary Grant was prescribed LSD as a phyciatric aid. He had 
therapeutic flashbacks and dream like visions of utter awe, serenity and 
wonder… apart from the scary bits with monsters. 
 
Are all drugs acceptable before they go through a few decades of Humans 
denying their death causing consistencies? To a final stage of pariah like 
social status? Alcohol is still hanging in there. A few years of denial left for 
that drug. Also, confusingly, it has certain health benefits…. In moderation. It’s 
the moderation bit that’s the problem. Cigarettes are now into the early stages 
of pariahdom. What of coffee? 
 
Coffee is one of my few vices. Apart from chocolate, sugar, red meat, bad 
films, the music of Abba and documentaries about Hitler. Do people even 
accept Coffee as a vice though? Indeed, IS it a vice? If so… to what degree? 
Every week in London, millions of us plough through a good three cups of the 
highly caffeinated substance a day, often while reading a report in the Metro 



that this week Coffee is good, or this week Coffee is bad. We sigh, we ignore, 
we think about how we would collapse into unconsciousness without said 
drug. Only to wake up three hours later dribbling and with a head ache from 
Hell. 
 
It cannot be denied that Coffee raises blood pressure and increases blood 
cholesterol levels. These are risk factors for heart disease, yet no relationship 
has been found between regular coffee drinkers and actually developing the 
disease. This may be due to the antioxidants in Coffee which decrease your 
chance of heart disease. 
 
There are, dear reader, some definite health benefits from drinking Coffee. To 
give a brief summary; Scientists concur that Coffee protects against liver 
cirrhosis (caused by alcohol), Three cups a day GREATLY reduces the risk of 
developing Alzheimer’s (by 40% to 60% according to most reports). However 
you have to drink three to four cups a day, every day of your life, for these 
statistics to play in your favour. 
 
There’s, so far, no evidence that Coffee does any long term damage. It is a 
mild diuretic, (very mild compared to the great flush through capability of 
beer), but having a post Coffee glass of water counter acts this. Yet, it IS a 
drug. It stimulates (mildly) the central nervous system. It IS addictive (though 
all you have to suffer really is two weeks of head aches and irritability in 
pursuit of breaking said addiction). Who, also, can deny that as your heart 
rate saws, dehydration kicks in and your chest feels a bit tight after a 
particularly grande full fat Latte… that your basic instinct tells you that this 
drug can’t be good for you? 
 
Well, its benefits out way its risks. Yet I can’t help but fear that Coffee will, one 
day, be banned in public places, cost a fortune and be guiltily sipped down 
alleyways. I hope not though…. because I really don’t like Tea. 

 
 

 



 
	
	


